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Annexure –II 


Syllabus for Two Years Marine Engineering Course 

1) Safe Engineering Watchkeeping:
Principles to be observed in keeping a Safe Engineering Watch, Duties associated with taking over and accepting a watch including Watch keeping at sea, Watch keeping at Anchorage,  Watch keeping during Maneuvering, Watch keeping during Bad Weather and when passing through restricted water, Recording special Instructions received from Bridge / Chief Engineer,  Routine duties undertaken during a watch including checks on running parameters of Main Engine & Auxiliaries, Maintenance of machinery spaces logs and the significance of readings taken. Duties associated with handing over watch. Reason for not taking over watch, Safety and Emergency Procedures during Watchkeeping, Safety Precautions to be observed during a watch, Change over to Remote / Automatic to local control of all systems Safety precautions to be observed during a watch, Immediate action to be taken in the event of a fire or accident with reference to oil system.

2) Preparing Main Engine and associated auxiliaries for departure / Arrival. Starting up / Shutting off a steam Boiler and associated steam systems: Starting Auxiliary prime movers and associated systems, Starting and putting in operation refrigeration, air conditioning & ventilating systems.

3) Engine Room Resource Management:
Allocation, assignment, and prioritization of resources, Why ERM necessary, Resources included for ERM, Effective communication, Assertiveness and leadership, Obtaining and maintaining situational awareness, Consideration of team experience.

4) Use of English in Written and Oral Form:
Oral Communication, Written Communication and Grammar, Comprehension and Speech, Technical Report writing.

5) Use of Internal Communication Systems:
Operation of all Internal Communication system on board such as Walkie Talkie, VHF, Telephones and other systems

6) Thermodynamics & Heat Engine:
Heat, Temperature and its measurement. Absolute temperature. Specific heat capacity. Specific enthalpy of evaporation and fusion. Problems involving changes of phase and not more than three substances. Linear, superficial and volumetric expansion due to temperature changes. Coefficients and the relationship between them. Basic thermodynamic principles. Properties, energy, the First Law of Thermodynamic, flow and non-flow processes. Heat and work transfer. Qualitative treatment of heat transfer by conduction convection and radiation. Laws of conduction and thermal conductance and applications to problems. Cases Boyle’s and Charles laws for perfect gases. Characteristics equation. Constant R and its use in simple problems. Isothermal, adiabatic and polytropic process. Relationship between pressure, temperature and volume. Work done. Changes in internal energy. Specific heat Cp and Cv and the relationship between them. Ideal Gas cycles. Constant volume cycle. Dual cycle. Air standard efficiency. I.C. Engines, Elementary Principles and cycles of operation, Actual indicator diagrams. Mean effective pressure. Work done, power developed, indicated and brake thermal efficiencies, mechanical efficiency, overall efficiency. Fuel consumption. Heat balance. Air compressors, Elementary principles and cycles of operation. Calculation of work done. Indicator diagrams. Properties of steam. Saturated steam, dry, wet. Dryness fraction. Super- heated steam. Internal energy. Enthalpy. Specific volume. Steam tables. Throttling. Separating and throttling calorimeters. Steam plant. Advantages of using steam expansively. Rankine cycles. Thermal, mechanical and overall efficiencies of prime movers. Boiler efficiency, heat balance for engine and boiler trials. Change in dissolved solids in boilers and evaporators due to contaminated feed and effect of blowing down. Elementary principles of steam turbines including simple velocity diagram for impulse and reaction turbines. Force and work done on blades. Combustion. Solid and liquid fuels. Calorific value. Chemical equations for complete combustion. Theoretical minimum air required. Excess air. Refrigeration. Vapour- compression cycle. Refrigerating effect. Cooling load. Use of tables of properties of refrigerants. Coefficients of performance. 
Heat cycle, thermal efficiency and heat balance of marine diesel engine, marine steam turbine, marine gas turbine, and marine steam boiler.

7) Applied Mechanics:
Statistics. Force as a vector. Triangle and polygon of forces. Resultant and equilibrant of a system of concurrent coplanar forces. Equilibrium of three coplanar forces, moment of a force. Couples. Moments of areas and volumes. Centroids and centres of gravity (limited to geometrical shapes). Conditions of equilibrium of solids. Necessary force applied parallel to an inclined plane to pull up or down the plane or to hold it stationary (including effect of friction). Work done at uniform speed up the plane. Friction, Coefficient of friction, Friction angle. Energy and power lost due to friction in simple bearings. Kinematics. Linear motion. Graphs and equations for displacement, speed, velocity and uniform accelerations. Velocity as a vector. Relative velocities in one plane only. Angular motion. Equations for displacement, velocity and uniform acceleration. Dynamics, work and power. Problems with constant force or force with linear variation. Energy Potential energy. Kinetic energy of translation Newton’s laws of motion. Conservation of momentum. Centrifugal force and its application to conical pendulum, unloaded governor, curved tracks and machine parts. Stress in thin rim due to centrifugal action. Machine. Simple lifting machine, Graphics of load-effort and load-efficiency. Linear law. Velocity ratio, mechanical advantages and efficiency of the following machines: wheel and axle, differential wheel and axle, rope pulley blocks, differential pulley blocks, screw jack. Warwick screw, hydraulic jack, worm-driven chain blocks and single and double purchase crab winches. Reduction gearings. Stress and strain. Direct stress and strain. Modulus of elasticity. Shear stress ands train. Modulus of rigidity. Factor of safety. Stress due to restricted expansion or contraction of single members. Beams. Shearing force and bending moment diagrams for cantilevers and simply supported beams with concentrated or uniformly distributed loads. Stress due to bending. Torsion. Strength and stiffness of solid or hollow shafts. Stress due to torsion. Power transmitted by shafts and coupling bolts. Thin shells. Circumferential and longitudinal stress in thin cylindrical shells subject to internal pressure. Hydrostatics. Equilibrium of floating bodies. Variation of fluid pressure with depth. Total force due to liquid pressure on immersed plane surfaces horizontal or vertical. Centre of pressure on a rectangular vertical plane surface or triangular plane surface, both with one edge parallel to the surface of the liquid. Hydraulics. Full bore flow of liquid through pipes under constant head. Flow through orifice, Coefficient of velocity, contraction of area and discharge.

8) Mathematics:
Indices, Surds, Logarithms. Quadratic equations. Partial Fractions. Arithmetical progression. Geometric Progression. Binomial theorem and its applications. Simple relations between trignometrical ratios. Compound Angles, inverse trignometrical functions, trignometrical equations. Relations between angles and sides of a triangle. Solution of triangle, sum of a cosine curve and sign curve. Plane and coordinate Geometry co-ordinates of a point, changing of axes, the circle and the parabola. Empirical laws. Determination of empirical laws by plotting functions of a data. Calculus. Differentiation of algebraic, circular, exponential, logarithmic functions of products, quotients functions, of a function, simple implicit function. Examples of maxima and minima. Partial differentiation (1st order only) Examples of motion of a body. Simple Harmonic motion, deflection of beams. Integration of standard forms by substitution and by parts. Application of integration to area under curve, volume of revolution. First moment of area and position of centroid of an area. Work done by variable forces, mean values, Root mean square values of sin nx and cos nx. Rules of Guidelines. Theorem of parallel and perpendicular axes, second moment of area and moment of inertia of rectangular and circular laminas.

9) Construction and Operating principles of Main and Auxiliary machinery:
Construction of a 2- stroke Cross head Type  and 4 stroke Diesel Engine, main parts of diesel engine i.e Cylinder head, Liner, Piston oil cooled & water cooled, Piston Rod, Connecting Rod, Cross head & bearing, Bottom end bearing, Connecting Rod, Bolts, Piston cooling arrangement, Bed plates, holding down arrangement, choking, resin chokes, tie rods, structure, Construction of crank shaft, different types of crank shaft, cylinder heads, fuel injectors, air starting valve, relief valve, exhaust valve, air distributor, fuel pumps, Turbo charger, Scavenge pumps and valves Systems :- Air starting & reversing, fuel oil, jacket cooling, piston cooling, Nozzle cooling, Crank case lub oil, Cylinder lubrication, Scavenging systems, types of supercharging,

10) Marine Steam Turbine Layout of a main propulsion turbine. Construction & PV diagram of an Impulse Turbine, Construction & PV diagram of a Reaction Turbine, Construction of blades/ Roots, Sealing arrangements, Blade Tip clearance of Reaction Turbine, Layout of a 2 stage turbine with Astern Turbine for main propulsion, Operation of main propulsion turbine, Lubrication system. Types of seals used, 

11) Marine Gas Turbine: Types of Gas Turbines, Turbo shaft type of gas turbine for marine applications, Pressure/Temperature diagrams, 
Functions and mechanism of automatic control for Main Engines, generator distribution systems, steam boilers, refrigeration system, pumping and piping systems and other  auxiliary machineries.
Design features, and operative mechanism of marine diesel engine, marine steam turbine, marine gas turbine, marine steam boiler and associated auxiliaries.

12) Marine Boiler Main and Auxiliary including Economizer: Theoretical knowledge of construction & operation of water tube / smoke tube / exhaust gas marine boilers including materials used, services provided by boilers and the typical pressures, why one type of boiler is preferred over other, path of water circulation and gas paths in  boilers. boiler mountings: a) on shell b) Internal and their purposes, Explain purpose and working of a) reducing valves b) steam traps c) drains. Explain a) how lengths of steam pipes are joined b) how the pipes are supported c) how expansion is allowed for, correct procedure of raising steam and coupling them to steam system, check correctly the water level in steaming boiler and the dangers of low level and high level and corrective actions required in either case, water treatment, why is it necessary. 

13) Shafting Installations, including propellers: Propeller ,  Rope Guard,  Stern tube, Stern tube bearing, Shaft seal, Propeller shaft, Intermediate shaft, Aft bearing, Plumber block, Thrust Bearing, oil shaft seal and stern tube bearing, Thrust Bearing, Propellers  Various types, Materials used, Diameter , Pitch, Pitch ratio, Pressure side, action side, leading edge, following edge, How Propellers fitted on Propeller shaft, Controller Pitch Propeller.
 
14) Other Auxiliary Machinery. Pumps: Classification of pumps, Rotodynamic pump, Positive displacement pump, Construction and working of centrifugal pump, gear pump, screw pump, reciprocating pumps, various heads of a pump, Losses in centrifugal pump. Multistage in centrifugal pump, Net positive Suction Head (NPSH) Cavitation. Central priming system and individual priming system, Air vessels, Slip of the pump, Starting up a centrifugal /other pumps. 

15) Air Compressors: Classification, Construction and working of reciprocating compressor. Theoretical and Actual PV diagram of single stage compressor, Volumetric efficiency, Effect of clearance volume, Free Air Delivery, Multistage compression, Comparison of single stage with multistage compression, Tandem compressor, Intercooler Safeties, Compressor characteristics, Surging and chocking, Comparison of centrifugal, Axial, Reciprocating compressors, Starting up an air compressor. 

16) Centrifuges: Principles of Purification by use of centrifuges.  Construction of a Purifier and Clarifier. Manual / Automatic Desludging System. Operation of Purifier / Clarifier. 

17) Fresh Water Generator: Principles of fresh water generation on board. Construction of different types of F.W. generators. Operation i.e. starting up and shutting down. 

18) Heat Exchangers: Construction and working of shell & Tube type and plate type Heat Exchanger. Materials used for various parts of the heat exchanger. 

19) Refrigeration / Air Conditioning and Ventilation Systems: Principles of Refrigeration / Air Conditioning. Layout of the system for Refrigeration. Description of   various components such as Compressor, Condenser, Oil Separator / drier; Expansion valve; Evaporator, various cooled rooms for storage of meats/vegetables etc. How different temperatures maintained in different rooms. Refrigerants used; their properties. Compressor lubrication system. Method of charging and purging refrigerant in the system, various safeties, cutouts used in the system. Air conditioning and Ventilation system-Basic principles and construction. Layout of Air Conditioning system. Layout of Ventilation system. 

20) Steering Gear: Layout of an Electro hydraulic steering system. Description of various components such as Telemotor Transmitter & Receiver. 2 Ram / 4 Rams / Rotary Vane steering gear. Charging the system. Heleshaw pump / Swash plate type pump / valves etc. used in the system. Fail safe steering system. Emergency steering system. 

21) Deck Machinery: Construction & operation of Windlass, Morning Winch, Cargo Winch, and Boat Winch. 

22) Safety and Emergency procedures for operation of propulsion plant machinery, including control systems: Briefly describe: Main Engine Auto-slow down and shutdown. Main Boiler Auto shut down. Power failure (Black out).Emergency steering – how can it be controlled from local position, Explain precautions to be taken for the following: Cooling sea water system in case of air ingress, Operation of purifiers in case of black out. Preparation of machinery for sailing and fault detection, 

23) Fuel, lubrication, ballast and other pumping systems and associated control systems.
Characteristics of various types of pumps and their interpretations, Requirement of piping system to suit the pumping system. Manage fuel, lubrication and ballast operations -Operation and maintenance of machinery, including pumps and piping systems. 

24) Fluid flow and Characteristics of lubricating oil, fuel oil and cooling systems: Different piping systems for fuel oil, lubricating oil, cooling fresh water, sea water steam, condensate, feed water, colour coding of pipes for various systems, means by which lengths of pipes are joined together naming material used for jointing for a) Steam pipes  b) Sea water pipes  c) Starting air pipes  d) Oil pipes, how pipes are supported to reduce vibration, expansion and contraction of pipes is catered for and different valves used in the piping system relief valve and quick closing valves, how pipe lines are blanked off. Describe a mud box. 
Physical and chemical properties of fuels and lubricants.

25) Routine pumping operations Operation of Bilge, Ballast, cargo, fuel oil transfer, hydrophore systems, oily water separator. Construction and characteristics of pumps and pumping systems.

26) Geometrical & Engineering Drawings: 
Curves of Intersection. Interpretation of drawing notations and symbols of machining drawing. Draw free hand sketches of machine parts. Orthographic projection. Various views of machine drawing. 

27) Marine Equipment Drawings: Linework, Pictorial Projection, Development, Symbols Dimension. Marine Machinery. Isometric views and Assembly drawings.: Air Inlet Valve, Automatic Valve, Ballast Chest, Bilge Suction Strainer, Burner Carrier, Connecting Road And Bearings, Control Valve, Crosshead And Guide Shoe, Cylinder Relief Valve, Feed Check Valve, Flow Regulator, Full Bore Safety Valve, Gauge Glass ( Plate Type), Gear Pump, High Lift Safety Valve Oil Strainer, Parallel Slide Stop Valve, Pedestal  Bearing, Piston (4 Stroke), Piston (Upper And Rod), Piston Type Stop Valve, Reducing Valve, ,Starting Air Valve, Starting Air Pilot Valve, Stern Tube And Tail Shaft, Telemotor Receiver, Tunnel Bearing, Valve Actuator.

28) Electrical, Electronic and Control Systems- Theoretical knowledge
a) Basic Electrical Engineering and Electrical Equipment: - Marine electro technology. The composition of an atom in terms of electrons, protons & neutrons, the effect of applying energy to an atom, the flow of current subjected to a potential difference referring to: Electron flow - conventional flow, potential difference, electromotive force symbols and units used, Direct current, Alternating current, Ohm’s Law, current flows, resistance values, and voltages in Parallel circuit  Series circuit, factors which govern the variation of resistance of conductors, effect of temperature on it, effect of internal resistance to supply source and it effects emf  terminal potential difference. State Kirchhoff’s law, Current law Voltage law, current flowing and voltage drop across resistors in simple circuits, Wheatstone bridge. The implication of power dissipated in a resistor transfer of heat energy to electrical energy and vice versa. Static electricity and its effects, Capacitance its units, capacitor in series and parallel. Magnetism and electromagnetism, MMF, Magnetic.  Flux, Reluctance, permeability, magnetic Hysteris. Electromagnetic Induction, Self Inductance, Mutual inductance, Faraday Laws of Electromagnetic Induction. Flemings hand rules, how alternating current is produced in a simple loop rotating in magnetic field. Fundamentals of alternating current. Equation for alternating voltage, cycle, Frequency, Amplitude, RMS value, Average Value. Form factor. Alternating current through Resistance, inductance and Capacitance, impedance and compose it with resistance of a DC circuit, relation between impedance, voltage, current and power facto, why shipboard installations produced power demand with a lagging power factor, effects of varying power factor on power consumed. 

b) Generators and distribution system: Identify the parts and explain their functions difference in (a) Shunt coil (b) Series coil and name the two types of windings used on armatures types of DC Generator, factors controlling EMF, Equation for finding EMF. Armature Reaction. Alternators principle. Type of alternators. Main parts and their functions. EMF equation of alternator and explain the factors controlling the emf. Polyphase circuits. Advantages of three phase systems. Star and Delta connection. Transformer working principle, EMF equation of transformer. Voltage Transformation ratio diagram of a typical distribution system showing main generator, emergency generators, shore supply, 440V supply, 220 V supply, circuit breakers and transformers, AC generator with three phase windings stating the phase difference and explain star and delta connections. How excitation of a motor in produced and supplied, automatic voltage regulator, Types of switches, circuit breakers and fuses. Layout of a typical main switch board, dangers in the vicinity of bus bars, reverse power protection, under voltage protection of generators and motors, preferential tripping, Explain how status indicator lamps are usually supplied with power, tripping of circuit breakers, purpose of interlocks. 

29) Lighting System: difference between lamps for general lighting and for rough service, tungsten, halogen lamps, how the fluorescent tubes are started up, location, colour and power of navigation lights and how the uninterrupted working ensured. 

30) Emergency lights, how they are marked, which lights are connected to emergency power supply system. What intervals should they be tested, care necessary when maintaining Exposed watertight fittings, 

31) Paralleling of generators synchronizing sequence to bring a generator into service in parallel with running one being synchroscope, lamps, how load sharing is adjusted, 

32) Emergency Power purpose of emergency power supply, Emergency Generator, Machinery and devices connected emergency generator and its reasons, Safety devices on emergency switch board, Interconnection between the MSB and emergency switch board, starting up of generator after Black out. 

33) Batteries Chemical process of a lead acid and alkaline battery, ship board use of batteries. 

34) Electrical Motors common types of motors used on board ship and give their application, meanings of all information displayed on motor / generator name plate, Identify function of the following Rotor, Stator, Bearing, Fan, Field windings, terminal, methods of lubrication. Principle of DC motors, types of motors, Back emf. Voltage equation. Equation for finding the Torque of motor. Factor deciding the speed of motor. Various methods of speed control. Power losses in DC Motors. Types of DC Motors and their application. Starters for D.C Motor. Circuit explanation Induction Motors, how driving torque is produced in induction motor. Synchrous speed. Slip. Single phase induction motor. Single phasing and its effect on motor. Synchronous motors. Construction and working principle. Necessity of starters for AC motors. Principle of Auto transformer starter and Star – Delta Starter. Draw graphs showing the following relationships. Speed and load, current and load between full load and no load, means of producing variable speed. Why starting current is high compared to the load current. 
Design features and system configurations of operational control equipment for electrical motors

35) High Voltage: States that more than 1000V is usually called High voltage Why high voltage Installations used on a ship Special characteristics and features of high voltage installations in comparison with less then 1000 V System. Safety precautions to be strictly observed while working on high voltage system. 

36) Sequential Control Circuits Explain what a sequential control means Characteristics of sequential control, how a sequential control utilized Components comprising of sequential control system Examples of sequential control. 

37) Electronics Characteristics of basic electronic circuit elements Theoretical knowledge of semi conductor components, Diodes, Transistor, Thyristors their function and operation. Laboratory testing and familiarization of each electronic component mentioned above. Amplifiers and Oscillators. Circuit diagram and explanation. Communication system, Modulation and Demodulation, their necessity and circuit explanation. Describe Electrical steering gear system. Various Sensors used onboard ship Pressure Sensors, Temperature Sensors, Level Sensors, RPM Sensors, Photo Sensors, and Water Salinometer. 

38) Automation and Controls. Symbol marks used in flow charts such as terminal, processing, determination input / output etc. flow charts indicating automatic control systems for main engine, generator control system, and major components in relation to the function found in flow charts. 

39) Automatic Control Systems: Describe a) On-off control b) Sequential Control c) PID Control d) Program Control. Describe which control methodologies can be applied to which control system. Such as automatic motor, start / stop for on-off control, automatic generator start/stop for sequential control, operation principles of  Pressure switch, Temperature switch, Resistance bulb, Electric-Pneumatic convertor, Electro mechanical transducer, Value Positioner, Control valve, Relax. 

40) Control Systems Control Fundamentals. Loops. Different types of control actions On-Off action, Simple proportional action, Integral action, Derivative action,  Pneumatic control systems, Flapper and Nozzle, Description of electronic monitoring and control system fitted on Main and Auxiliary machinery, including Boilers, Purifiers, Steering Gears, Generators, Various automatic control methodologies and characteristics, What an optimal control means Feedback control and Feed forward control, ON-OFF Control, sequential control; PID Control and program control. Proportions Integrate Derivations (PID) Control characteristics and associated systems. Explain principles of PID Control. Explain how P, I and D actions can be electrically / pneumatically available showing simple electronic circuits and pneumatic diagrams, characteristics of P action as well as proportional band (PB) characteristics of I and D actions. How P, I and D actions contribute to control systems, components comprising PID control systems. Electrical controls of main engine, oily water separator and discharge monitoring, operation of cathodic protection.
Design features and system configurations of automatic control equipment and safety devices for main engine, generator and distribution system and steam boiler.

41) Monitoring systems: What is a monitoring system or a data logger, how monitoring system configured, briefly roles of following:-CPU unit, I/O Interface, Monitoring display, Log printer, Alarm printer. Function and performance tests of the following equipment and their configuration. 
Troubleshooting of monitoring systems.

42) Automatic control devices: Function / performances of automatic control systems incorporated in the following operation systems can be tested, Main Engine, Power generation and distribution, Boiler, Auxiliary machinery. Function and performance tests of the following equipment and their configuration. 

43) Protective Devices: Describe how functions / performances of protective / safety  devices tested, need of testing in ships statutory survey, major electric / electronic symbols used in circuit diagrams, function of circuit elements in the circuit diagram, 

44) Computer Applications:
Basic knowledge of computer, Hardware and software, Operations of software packages applicable to ship board use such as E-Learning, LAN network, PowerPoint. Software version control.


45) Maintenance and Repair of Electrical and Electronic Equipment
a) Safety Precautions: necessary before commencing of work on electrical machineries, Do’s and Don’ts when working on electrical equipment. Protective clothing, tools & equipment. Working in machinery spaces. First aid in electrical shocks, voltage range and level of current considered safe, electro static charging and potential hazards and remedies. Dangers associated with spaces in vicinity of bus bars. Purpose of interlocks fitted to circuit breakers. 

b) Maintenance: Check and record the following of an alternator in running condition RPM, Frequency, Voltage, K.W, Amperes, Power factor, Condition on bearings and Airflow and cleanliness. Check and record following in stop condition - Airgap and interval, condition of cleanliness. Insulation of coils and rotor between phase and body. - Condition of bearings. Emergency batteries requirement and maintenance, maintenance routine of circuit breakers. Routine checks and maintenance carried out on AC / DC Motors, Alternators, Starters, Switchboards, Transformers, Batteries. State safety and Isolation precautions necessary before commencing work. Importance and of checking Insulation of electrical equipment, minimum Insulation reading acceptable. Methods of bring up Insulation reading. Maintenance of cables. Explain how an earthing in a circuit can be detected and rectified. Explain Open circuit, Short circuit, how earth fault occurs and its effect on an insulated distribution system, appearance of lamps when an earth faults occurs. How power supplied to indicator lamps, procedure to locate earth faults, how to fit cable through gland into a terminal box, earthing the armouring as necessary, how to replace a fuse. Preferential tripping when overload occurs. Different types of over current protection relay reverse power protection. Under voltage protection of generators and motors. 
Practical knowledge- Troubleshooting of electrical and electronic control equipment. Function test of electrical, electronic control equipment and safety devices.

46) Tools used for electrical work: Pliers, Screw Drivers, Testers, Cutters, Insulation removers 
a) Identify  and use: Voltmeter – Ammeter- Different types of Megger - Multimeter- Frequency meter, Ohmmeter, Watt  hour Meter, clamp  meter. 

b) Identify  and use: Tong Tester- Tester,    Oscilloscope,   Hydrometer, Signal Generator, Pliers, Screw Driver, Cutters, Insulation  Remover. Signal Generator. Interpretation of electrical and simple electronic diagrams. Function and performance tests of the following equipment and their configuration. 

47) Maintenance and repair of shipboard machinery and equipment: Explain basic difference between following electrical diagrams: Block, System, Circuit, and wiring. 
Practical knowledge - Detection of machinery malfunction, location of faults and action to prevent damage. Detection of faults of machinery by visual inspection, NDT methods (Non-destructive examination) and by other advanced systems such as vibration monitoring (condition monitoring). Inspection and adjustment of equipment. Planning maintenance and repair.

a) Repair and maintenance of Main and Auxiliary Engine: Procedure for dismantling and assembling of Main Engine unit, including all cylinder head mountings. Inspect condition, wear, clearances etc. of Piston, Piston Ring, Cylinder head, and Cylinder liner, air starting valve, fuel injectors, relief valve, and exhaust valve. Prepare decarbonizing report. Procedure for dismantling and assembling Main Engine bearings a) Main bearings b) Cross head bearings c) Bottom End bearing. Inspect above bearings, check clearances, drops, criteria for rejection of a white metalled bearing. Crankshaft deflections, purpose, procedure tabulation and interpretation of results. Causes of crankshaft misalignment. Main engine maintenance routines, schedules. Checking adjusting, Main Engine fuel pump timings. Inspection of holding down bolts. Procedure of pretensioning and checking tie rods. Carrying out Crank Case Inspection and measurement of bearing clearances. Familiarization with special tools and measuring equipment used in overhauling the Engine. 
Practical knowledge - Organizing & managing safe and effective maintenance and repair procedures.

b) Repair & Maintenance of Auxiliary Engine: Methods of safe isolation of machinery. Safety measures to be taken before dismantling. Generator maintenance routines / schedules. Check fuel pump timing. Starting Procedures. Check working of safety cut outs. Safe working procedures for various operations. Special tools and measuring instruments used for above work. 

c) Repair & Maintenance of Main and Auxiliary Boiler including Economizer Blowing of gauge glasses. Procedure of setting of safety valves. Preparing, the Boiler for complete survey – including pressure testing. Overhauling of F.O. Burner. 

48) Maintenance and Repair in Dry Dock: List of repairs carried out in Dry Dock. Preparing the ship for dry docking. Making Dry Docking defect list. Precautions during dry dock. Measuring Rudder drops; propeller drop; Rudder bearing clearances; and jumping clearances. Inspection of overboard valves; sacrificial anodes; and fittings in sea suctions. Procedure for removing propeller; Intermediate shaft. Safe Working Practices in dry dock. Oil fuels & lubricating system Maintenance. Filters, Purifiers, Setting Tanks. 
Deck Machinery Maintenance Routine Maintenance carried out on windlass, Winches, Cranes.  
Special Tools and Measuring Instruments used in overhauling diesel engine. Use of wear down gauges for stern tube bearing. Tools used for measuring rudder, propeller drop. 

49) Boiler water and Engine Cooling Water Maintenance and tests. Explain importance of PH value in solutions & name the additives which can maintain PH value. Explain importance of having gas free condition in the water to feed a steam boiler or to circulate in engine cooling systems. Name the metallic salts found in: fresh water – sea water – Distilled water. Define: - Permanent hardness – Temporary hardness. Explain how metallic hydroxide is formed when iron is immersed in an acidic solution. Explain why boiler water should be alkaline & contain no dissolved oxygen. By-chemical analysis of known feed water samples, determine its alkalinity, hardness and chloride contents. Conduct Boiler Water Test. Conduct Engine cooling water test and state importance of keeping engine cooling water parameters within limits to prevent corrosion. 

50) Strength of Materials: Production of pig iron from iron ore, principles of: open hearth, bersermer, and more modern processes used in production of steel from pig iron, normal range of carbon content in mild steel, tool steel, cast steel, cast iron. State the difference between Ferrous & Non-Ferrous metals and their application in marine engineering, effects of adding Nickel, Chromium, molybdneum to steels. List the main sources of vibrations on ship and state how the forces result which cause vibrations of ship. What type of materials is used for construction of ships structure and machinery and state whether vibrations from one elastic material or component can be transmitted to another. Are the stresses due to vibrations normally within limits of design and how can they become magnified and cause permanent damage. 

51) Properties of Metals: Tensile strength – yield strength – creep and impact strength, different modes of fracture e.g. ductile & brittle fracture. Describe effects of it (on properties of materials), Describe elastic and plastic deformation. Describe elastic effect and work hardening. 

52) Corrosion: What is corrosion & surface protection. Describe theory of corrosion and principle of corrosion control. Describe fundamentals of electrochemical theory. 

53) Theory of Machines: Belts & Gears & Chain Learn Flat belts and effect of centrifugal tension. Learn initial tension & conditions for maximum power transmission, Roller & inverted tooth chains, fundamental law of gearing, tooth profiles & properties, interferences, spur, Level and worm gears, plain and epicyclic gear trains. Cams: different types of cams, cam velocity, drawings of cam profile from given displacement.

54) Materials used for Engine parts: Explain what materials are used in construction of major parts of following equipment: Diesel engine, crankshaft, cylinder liner, cylinder head, piston, exhaust valve, Stem Turbine, Casing, rotor, blade, nozzle, Gas Turbine, Casing, rotor, compressor, gas generator, Boilers : furnace, steam / water drum, super heater, Shafting : propeller shaft, stern tube, bearing,  propeller, Pumps, Heat Exchangers, Compressors & Purifiers, Bearings. White metal bearings, thin walled, Trimetal shell bearings. How to interpret piping diagrams taking a major system as an example. Major symbols used in piping diagram. Major symbols used in hydraulic and pneumatic diagrams.



55) Parameters considered in the fabrication and repair: 
(a) Low (b) medium (c) high carbon steels and compare their tensile strength, ductiblity and hardness, uses of low, medium and high carbon steels, properties of Cast iron and its use in engineering. 
Lab Test: Tensile strength of M.S. sample – round/flat, %elongation, yield strength, UTS. Izod Impact test; knotch cutting, type of fracture (ductile or brittle) Types of fracture, of material and its grain structure (CI, and MS, non-ferrous) Hardness test of materials. NDT – applications. Describe the use of sacrificial anodes. Explain methods of reducing galvanic action in the choice of metal and exposed surface area. Explain stress corrosion & the metals in which it commonly occurs. Pitting corrosion, Dezincification, Dealuminification, Fretting corrosion, Corrosion fatigue, factors which increase corrosion process. 

56) Adhesive Bonding: Advantages and disadvantages of adhesive bonding, basic principles of joining by adhesive. How are the following bonded:  friction lining to steel shoes or discs. smooth surfaces, purpose of fusing an activator when using epoxy resin and various types to meet different service conditions. 

57) Safety Working Practices: 
Practical knowledge - Safe working practices, overhauling machinery, mechanical safety in workshops, protective equipment, lifting gear.
Safety Procedures in Workshop: Use of Safety Helmets, Eye protection Gear, Protective footwear, Skin protection Gear. Care of hands- treatment of cuts and abrasions. Control of power supply for machines. Difference between start & stop Buttons. Emergency stop buttons. Precautions necessary where welding in closed spaces or near combustible material. Danger of fumes from welding & how to deal with them. Precautions and care necessary when handling storing gas cylinders like oxygen, acetylene. Safety fittings or acetylene gas cylinders. Use of Regulators. Safety features of gas pressure gauges. Care for blow pipe nozzles, Hoses, Purpose of hose check valve and flash back arrestors. Colour coding of gas cylinders and cylinder outlet threads. Care necessary when lighting a gas cutter. Adjustment of flame. Safety factors in grinding, welding, use of lathe & drill machines. 

58) Hand and Power tools: Types of Hammer, Chiesel, Vice, Scriber, Hacksaw, File, Scribing Block, Calliper, Divider, Trisquare, Steel Rule, Reamer, Vernier Calliper. Scrapers, Taps & Dies, Drills Bits, Screw Driver, Marking Table, Spring Calliper, Number & letter punch, Tri Square, Centre Punch, use of following cold chisels, how chisels are tempered and sharpened. Describe the care necessary for surface plates, vee blocks, scorners, dividers, odd leg calipers, use of powered tools. Maximum and minimum capacities of an electric powered hand drill care necessary for supply cable of powered hand tools. Use of Micrometer, Vernier Calliper, Marking table, Tri Square, Dial gauge. Explain the use of taper, second and plug taps and what governs the diameter of hole to be drilled before tapping. 

59) Basic Fittings: Practice on grinding, chipping, marking, hacksawing, filing, Marking out lines according to simple blue prints-locating position holes, scribing lines on chalked surfaces with marking tools. Finding centre of round bar with the help of V block. Tapping holes as per diagram. V-Fitting, Dove Tail Fitting, H – Fitting, 

60) Basic Machining Process: Lathe work-step, taper and thread cutting. Drilling & tapping. Reaming.  

61) Welding: Bead Building Flat, Single Vee Butt Joint, Bead Building Horizontal, Single V-Butt Horizontal, Bead Building Vertical, Single ‘V’ Butt Joint in Vertical position, Bead Building Overhead, Single ‘V’ Butt Joint in Overhead Position. Butt Joint, Fillet Joint, Round Cutting / Bevelling.  Principles of Soldering and practice it. Metals which can be joined by silver soldering, Brazing, Bronze welding. List the processes and state the approx.  Melting points. Practice Brazing. Familiarize with electric arc welding machines & learn how current adjustment is made. How to earth the machine and why? How electrodes are classified & learn How to select a correct electrode. How to hold welding rods. Practice arc welding. Learn principle of gas welding and the features of Low Pressure system and High pressure system. Practice gas welding & Familiarization with gas cutting equipment. Describe flame produced with Oxygen and Acetylene and correct adjustment of flame for Welding, Cutting, and Heating. Describe various types of welds.  Preparation of plate edges. Faults which take place in welding. 

62) Repair Welding: Putting a doubler in a plate and a pipe. Repairing a holed pipe by filling metal. Cutting of flange from old pipe and welding   it to new pipe. Making a jig to weld pipes. Method of joining pipes, fitting nipples use of flaring tool. 

63) Sealants and Packings: Types and properties of Gland packings; jointings used. Various sealants used. Selecting correct joints. Marking and cutting joints. Cold welding of pipes, plates use of epoxy resins. 

64) Balancing & Vibrations: balancing of rotating masses in one or several planes, Primary and Secondary balancing of single and multicylinder engines, free and forced vibrations, damping of vibrations, Torsional vibrations of shafting and of gear systems.

65) Ship Construction:
Principle structural members of as a ship and the proper names for various parts. Principal types of Vessels and their general arrangement plan showing extreme dimensions, bulkheads cofferdams, pump rooms etc. Outline of midship section showing camber, rise of floor, tumble home, bilge radius gunwale etc., flare, sheer, rake, parallel middle body entrance, run etc. transverse, longitudinal and combined system of framing, construction of double bottom & frames in a Bulk  carrier & Tanker etc. Section of bulk carrier. Functions of deck beam and shell plating & methods of securing the shell plating. Functions of bulkhead and pillars, stern frame & rudder, different types of rudder, advantages etc. Stern & bow construction. Different types of propeller and its geometry. How propeller attached to tail shaft. 

66) Naval Architecture:
Working Knowledge and application of stability, trim and stress tables, diagrams and stress calculating equipments. Define principal terms used in Naval Architecture. Learn Ships forms and principal dimensions. Define Displacement, buoyancy and deadweight. Explain hydrostatic calculations & statical stability of ships. Form co-efficient. Principal dimension. Laws of Floatation. Use of hydrometer to find the density of fluid. (Effect of rain & tide on density of water.) Effect of shifting of weights and suspended weight on centre of gravity & Motion of a ship. What causes ship to list when centre of gravity is shifted off centerline. Lines plan. Fairing of lines. Table of offset. Integration Rules. Simpson’s rule 5, 8 – 1 rule, Tchebycheff’s Rule. Application of integration rules in determining areas, volumes, centroids, first moments and moment of inertia of water planes of ships. VCB, KB, KM, LCF, LCB, CB, CP, CVP, CM, CWP, MCT, TPC and displacement curves. Use of dead weight Scale. Define T.P.C. and calculate  effect  of  vertical  and  horizontal  movement  of   G due  to cargo  loading  operations. Describe the inclining experiment and determination of G.M of floating body. Type of  equilibrium. Initial stability-heeling and righting moment. Statical Stability Curve- range of stability initial GM, Maximum GZ, angle of vanishing stability, point of inflection and angle of loll. Cross curves of stability. Determination of GZ curves from cross curves. Effect of various factors on stability (range of stability is reduced in listed condition). Calculation of free surface effect longitudinal stability and trim. At woods and wall sided formula. Dynamic Stability. Explain stresses in ship structures. Longitudinal strength – weight curves, buoyancy curve, load curve, sheer force and bending moment diagrams of still water condition. Calculation of hull girder section modules and stresses induced on deck and keel check on mid-ship section module. Wave bending moment. Liquid pressure loading on tank structure. Understanding of fundamentals of watertight integrity. Sub division. Penetration of pipes and structure i.w.o. watertight bulkhead. Permeability, margin line, sub division. Effect of flooding. Determination of draft, list, trim and stability after flooding of vessel of simple configuration.  Floodable Length Calculations. Freeboard, Reserved buoyancy. Understanding of Damaged stability requirements for Type A vessels, Type m (B-60) and Type (B-100) vessels. Explain reason for damage stability requirements. Damage stability requirements for passenger vessels. Load line and its purpose. Explain fresh water allowance. 

67) Understanding of fundamentals of actions to be taken in the event of partial loss of intact stability: 
Understanding of fundamental principles of ship construction and the theories and factors affecting trim and stability and measures necessary to preserve trim and stability. Knowledge of the effect on trim and stability of a ship in the event of damage to, and consequent flooding of, a compartment and countermeasures to be taken
Actions to be taken in the event of partial loss of intact buoyancy. Closing Appliances used on board ships and rules governing them. Cross flooding & closing of valve and watertight doors. Effects of flooding on intact stability. 

68) Resistance and propulsion and powering of ships: Explain how ship performance of measures in terms of speed, fuel consumption and displacement. Explain propeller action and calculations of propeller slip. Describe ship's resistances experienced at sea and powering of ships. Components of ship resistance. Froude’s and Reynolds's number. Froude’s law of similarity. Determination of frictional resistance and residuary resistance. Determination of effective horsepower. Model ship correlation calculation of effective power. Geometry of the screw propeller thrust deduction and wake fraction. Law of similitude of propellers, efficiencies such as open water efficiencies, relative relative efficiency, hull efficiency etc. Propeller slip. Selection of suitable types of Propellers. Special types of propellers. Relation between power, speed, displacement and fuel consumption, Specific fuel consumption, fuel consumption for the voyage. Area of rudder, steering torque, stock diameter. Power requirements for steering. Heeling of the ship while turning. Turning circles. Power required for towing. Bollard Pull. Determination of size of anchor, cables, ropes. Power for windlass, mooring winch.

69) Tonnage: Outline of ships survey rules & certificates to carry on board. Arrangement & layout of accommodation, cargo spaces, machinery spaces, etc. Bottom Structure: Single bottom construction and double bottom construction, keels, types of floors, girders, bottom frames, transverse and longitudinal framing. Side shell and decks: transverse and longitudinal framing side, transverse deck / Bilge keel / longitudinal, stringers, deck girders. Hold drainage system. Bulkheads corrugates, ordinary, transverse, longitudinal and stiffening angle pillars. How water tightness is achieved between hatch cover and coming. superstructures. Structural strains on ships. (i.e. panting, pounding, racking, torsion, sloshing load etc.) Material used in construction of ship and standard steel sections. Describe fitting of air pipe, sounding pipe to tanks on a ship. Shaft tunnel and stern tube.

70) Fire Fighting Onboard:
Classes of fire, Explain Chemistry of Fire.
Practical knowledge - Precautions against fire or explosion. Explosive mixtures.  Danger of oil leakage’s.  Sources of ignition. Safety devices. Toxic and other dangerous properties of substances used. 
 
71) Knowledge of fire fighting Systems: Knowledge of fire fighting appliances and firefighting system. IMO Rules on safety equipment. Use of breathing apparatus and its functions. Fire detecting equipment and fire alarm signals on board ship. Fire fighting organization on board ship and fire fighting methods. Flammable limits. Inert gas systems. 

72) Hand Fire Fighting Equipment: Chemical Type, Mechanical Type, Water Type, Foam Type, CO2 Type, DCP Type. Fixed fire fighting equipment Fire main. CO2 System and procedure of admitting CO2 in Engine Room and entering E.R. after the fire is put off. Foam System. High expansion foam system. Sprinkler system. International shore connection. Securing of fire hose after use. Checks made on fire fighting equipment. 

73) Action to be taken in the event of fire on a ship including fires involving oil systems. Fire in machinery spaces. Fire in cargo spaces

74) Life Saving:
Knowledge of alarms and signal on board ships.  Knowledge of life saving appliances and equipment on board ships. Life boats and life rafts. Their stowing, maintenance, care and checks made on life boat engine. Lowering and hoisting and embarkation procedures for life boats launching of life rafts study of anchor & cable.

75) Medical First Aid On Board Ship:
Seafarers Health Information Programme: Food Safety, Physical fitness, Travel Safety, Healthy Diet, Spread of illness, Obesity, STD including HIV and AIDS.


76) Legislative Requirements:
Knowledge of following IMO Convention SOLAS, MARPOL, LOADLINE, STCW. Introduction to Maritime Law. Law of the sea – on the high seas. Protection and preservation of Marine Environment. ISM Code, its objective. Role of classification societies from construction stage till the life of the ship. Machinery survey schedules. Role of Administration (Government of India) in control of Ships. Responsibilities of Administration towards shipping / seafarers / safety of ships. MS Act 1958. Recruitment & Placement rules 2005. Articles of Agreement (Indian Ships).Articles of Agreement (Foreign Flag Ships).

77) Pollution of the marine environment:
Precautions to be taken to prevent pollution of the marine environment. Typical shipboard oil pollution emergency plan as per Regulation 26 of Annexure 1 MARPOL 73/78. Annexures of MARPOL 73/78. 

78) Antipollution procedures and all associated equipment: Oily Bilge Separator, construction and operation of O.B.S. used on board ship, oil level detection and discharge monitoring system and permitted amount of oil discharge overboard in open sea. Actions to be taken in Port to prevent discharge of oily bilges overboard. Oil Record Book used for machinery spaces. Precautions taken while bunkering and discharge of oily waste. Construction and operation of an incinerator. Records to be maintained of burning oil in incinerator. Maintenance of the equipment. Incinerator: Maintenance of the equipment. Sewage Treatment plant, treatment of sewage done and limitations of discharge overboard. Arrangement provided to discharge sewage to shore facility. Precautions to be taken in opening & cleaning sewage plant. Proactive measures to protect marine environment. Observe regulations concerned in actual tasks onboard ships which give direct impact on marine environment.

79) Leadership and Team Working Skills
 Introduction to Management: 
Planning and co-ordination, Personnel assignment, Time and resource constraints, Prioritization. Objectives and aims of Maritime labour Convention 2006 (MLC), Outline of relevant provisions in MLC, STCW Convention and code concerning responsibilities of seafarers and shipping Industry including fitness for duties. Explain how National legislations are implemented w.r.t relevant regulations. Planning and coordination 
Personnel assignment. Time and resource constraints. Priorization. Allocation, assignment, and priorization of resources. Effective communication on board and ashore. Decisions reflect consideration of team experiences. Assertiveness and leadership, including motivation. Obtaining and maintaining situational awareness. Situation and risk assessment. Identify and consider generated options. Selecting course of action. Evaluation of outcome effectiveness. 

80) Ship Security:
Working knowledge of maritime security terms and definitions, maritime security levels security reporting procedures, procedures and requirements for drills and exercises under relevant conventions, codes and IMO circulars, procedures for conducting inspections and surveys and monitoring of security activities specified in a ship security plan, security related contingency. Knowledge of security documentation, Knowledge enabling recognition of potential security threats, Knowledge enabling recognition of weapons, dangerous substances and devices and awareness of the damage they can cause; crowd management and control techniques, handling security related information and security related communications, methods for physical searches and non-intrusive inspection. Knowledge of techniques for monitoring restricted areas. Knowledge of controlling access to the ship and to restricted areas onboard; methods of effective monitoring of deck areas and areas surrounding the ship, methods for controlling the embarkation, disembarkation and access while onboard of persons and their effects, General knowledge of various types of security equipment and systems, including their limitations, need for testing, calibrating and maintaining security systems and equipments.



